Yes indeed, ladies and gents, it's ready at last — bigger
and better than ever!
Every important book and magazine
. .
every outstanding news event of 1946 is here — in interest
ing and informative style.
There's a lengthly review of all
the year's happenings in both fan and professional fields, ta
ken month by month . .
A mammoth'book section listing and evaluating more than a hundred hard-cover fantasy book appearing
in '46, with publishing information that tells you'where to get
'em -- including a special section on new fantasy volumes from
England, written by British collector Norman Syms. . .
You’ll
find detailed reviews of all 1946 prozines, and information on
the best magazine yarns of the past twelve-month.
. . Reviews
of the year's crop of fanzines, with a special report on FAPA
mags, by Jack Speer.
As an extra-special attraction, folks, there are reports on
all the leading fan organizations, concerning their activities
in *46 — written by people in the know J
Articles on the NFFF
by Walter Dunkleberger, LASFS by Francis T. Laney,
PSFS b y
Milton A« Rothman, ESFA by Sam Moskowitz, QSIL by Will Sykora,
GIFS by Jack Riggs, the Hyperboreans by Henry Elsner,
Young
Fandom by Tells Streiff, FAPA hy Norman Stanley — and to wind
things up, a special report on Fantasy Foundation by Forrest J
Ackerman.
PLUS COMPLETE RESULTS OF THE RECENT FANTASY REVIEW POLL OF
FANDOM, TO DETERMINE THE TOP BOOKS OF THE YEAR, BEST MAGAZINE
STORIES, TOP FAN JOURNALISTS, PRO AUTHORS, AND FAN CLUBS OF ‘46 ’

In format this gigantic booklet is somewhat on the colossal
side.
Seventy-six (that's 76) pages, mimeographed on 8^ x 11"
paper.
Covers professionally lithographed in green on heavy
card stock.
Interior illustrations.
Firmly stapled and mailed
flat in envelope, postpaid.
published in a limited, numbered edition of 175 — of which
over half have already been ordered.

The price is only 50c a copy — and your satisfaction i s
guaranteed.
’Tis the fan publishing event of the year, folks—
so don't be on the outside looking in. One slim half-buck will
bring you a copy of the 1946-47 FANTASY REVIEW right away!
order from

Joe Kennedy

-

84 Baker Ave.

-

Dover, N. J.

